
Souks
Seeking

Across North Africa, enchanting cities 
cradle evocative markets or souks. All 

day and deep into the night, these 
central markets and meeting places are 

alive with vibrant energy and activity. 
They are at the heart of Arab culture, 
which is lived in togetherness with the 

community. By Keri Harvey  
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A rab souks are sensational. Possibly not for 
designer merchandise, but most certainly 
for rare finds and memorable experiences. 
Hand-hewn crafts, antique collectables, 

delectable local cuisine, captivating entertainment, and 
virtually anything else your heart desires, can be found 
in the souk. The experience incorporates all the senses 
and, depending how far you venture and the level of 
your bargaining prowess, souk shopping could also be 
a mental and physical workout. 

KAIrouAN, TuNIsIA
The city is a uNesCo World Heritage 
site and dates back to 670AD, with The 
Great Mosque at the heart of it. Kairouan 
is renowned in Tunisia for its high quality 
and diverse design of carpets, many of 
which have folklore stories woven into 
them – and the medina has plenty of 
them. seven kilometres of turreted walls 
surround the ancient medina, which is 
considered small on the Arab medina 
scale, but it is utterly enchanting. 

Pale blue washed walls show off the 
red carpets beautifully, and wider 
walkways make for easy movement 
through the medina. Carpets are hung 
from windows and on walls, sometimes 

KHAN el KHAlIlI, CAIro, eGyPT
Chaotic and a microcosm of Cairo, The Khan is a 
labyrinth of covered alleyways with a distinctly medieval 
atmosphere. everything from gold and silver to traditional 
shisha water pipes, belly dancing outfits, cotton pashminas 
and plastic pyramids are on sale here. It’s Cairo’s central 
and biggest bazaar, in the old quarter of the city, and 
parts of it date back to the 16th century. 

egyptians throng the streets to buy anything from new 
shoes to old brassware, and tourists frequent The Khan for 
the meze of souvenirs. egypt is renowned for its intricate 
inlay work, its fine cotton linen, heady perfumes and 
incense – and The Khan has it all. Be willing to bargain 
though, because it’s the traditional way of business in the 
Arab world. 

The Khan is a vast souk to explore and relish, and with the 
warmth and renowned humour of the egyptians it will be an 
unforgettable shopping experience too. small restaurants 
sprinkle the periphery of The Khan and serve delicious 
traditional cuisine. Fishawi’s is Cairo’s oldest coffee house 
so be sure to stop for a glass of mint tea. Try egyptian 
pancakes and kofta, but definitely don’t leave without 
sipping a glass of fresh mango juice – it’s like no other.

DjeMAA el FNA, 
MArrAKeCH, MoroCCo
radiating off the famous Djemaa el Fna 
square, the souk is intoxicating. A myriad 
of alleyways, red-walled buildings, intricate 
mosaic and stucco work, magnificent 
cutwork in metal, colourful leather 
babouche shoes, bold Berber jewellery 
in rough silver, towers of olives and henna 
and you’ve only breached the perimeter. 

In the shadow of the iconic Koutoubia 
mosque, with one of the most impressive 

in bunches gathered at the corners, 
other times displayed flat on the ground. 
All are keepers and reflect the refined 
nature of Tunisians. How many knots per 
square metre determines the fineness of 
weave and the carpet price, along with 
the intricacy of the design. Bargaining is 
welcomed, but is usually very genteel 
and discussed over a complimentary 
glass of mint tea.

Kairouan souk isn’t frenetic at all, but still 
take a break from shopping to taste the 
famous Kairouan pasteries like sticky 
makhrouhd and zlebia. They are readily 
available and also served in traditional 
tea houses, some of which are near the 
main gate of the souk.

minarettes in North Africa, Marrakech’s 
souk is alive day and night. By day, traders 
sell everything from cloth, wool and metal 
and leather work, all in dedicated sections 
of the souk, while freelance entertainers 
populate the square. snake charmers, 
monkey handlers, acrobats, mime artists – 
they’re all there entertaining shoppers for 
small change.

And then as the sun dips, the souk stills 
and a transition happens as if magic. 
Tables and food arrive and a vast night 
food market begins, with kebabs and 
more grilled over fires. Marakchis eat 
and socialise together late into the night, 
every night, catching up on news and 
sharing views. It’s a taste of authentic 
Moroccan life at its very finest.

BesT TIMe To TrAvel: 
Autumn and spring are ideal times 
to visit egypt, Tunisia and Morocco. 
Winters can see snow and summers 
can swelter.

GeTTING THere: 
egypt Air flies direct to Cairo; Air 
France has seamless connections to 
Tunisia and Morocco. 

TrAvel ArrANGeMeNTs: 
Choose an operator who has 
travelled in these countries to 
arrange your trip.  
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